Planting Seeds of Hope
FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Philip M. Dawson

Our 163rd year has been a busy one at every level of Beech Brook, including the Board of Directors. We began the year with the launch of a new three-year Strategic Plan designed to position Beech Brook for success going forward, however those years might play out in terms of funding and oversight directives from our friends at the various levels of government.

The Board of Directors is continuously challenged on many levels. I am proud to say we have very dedicated board people, some who have served for many years, who spend considerable time and effort to meet the various challenges in finance, programs and services, fundraising and events, strategic planning, and the continuing changes by many different rule makers. This board requires a high level of commitment and involvement, as have past boards, and has performed admirably.

As challenged as this board is, it could not begin to do its job without the superb staff that operates Beech Brook 365 days a year, 24 hours a day. I am continuously impressed by the high quality and dedication demonstrated daily in ensuring the Beech Brook mission is faithfully carried out. These are tough jobs. It takes special people to do what they do, and Beech Brook is full of special people.

To our friends who help Beech Brook financially, a huge thank you. The difference you make to more than 20,000 young people and their families every year is heartfelt. You are the ones who make it possible for this board and staff to do our jobs. On behalf of all of us, I’d like to extend my appreciation to each of you for your continued belief in and support of Beech Brook.
To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.

This summer at Beech Brook, we watched the children experience — many for the first time — the wonder of planting a garden and seeing it blossom. The conditions weren’t always optimal, and the children learned that sometimes it takes hard work to make a garden flourish under difficult circumstances. But they continued to nurture their seedlings, and they were rewarded with a bountiful harvest.

I couldn’t help but think of the parallel between the garden and our work at Beech Brook. For 163 years, Beech Brook has planted seeds of hope in the lives of children and families living in the harshest conditions and provided the care they’ve needed to grow and flourish.

This year our deep roots in the community continued to spread, reaching more than 20,000 children and families through these services and many more:

• expanded education and support so parents can nurture their children, no matter how poor the soil of their childhoods
• continued growth in our school-based mental health services to help more than 3,000 students blossom into stable and successful adults
• the supportive environment of strong foster homes and residential treatment for children who need those healing services
• the strengthening of our integrated care services to provide both physical and behavioral health care for children and families.

As always, your support for Beech Brook has helped plant the seeds of hope for our community’s most vulnerable children and families and given them a reason to believe in tomorrow. We are truly grateful.
Keeping an Eye on the Future, Foster Child Earns Full Scholarship to Cleveland State

“He knows what gifts he has. I told him, ‘You have the ability to power yourself up and use your energy for good!’”

Like so many of the young people Beech Brook works with, Austin is a survivor. Growing up in a home shattered by abuse from a drug-addicted father, he — along with his brother and sister — suffered endless physical and emotional trauma during their childhood.

Perhaps more traumatic than his own abuse was watching his terminally ill mother suffer at the hands of his father, including being violently pushed down the stairs.

At age 12, Austin and his siblings were placed in foster care; their mother was placed in hospice care. Wearing surgical masks, the children were allowed to visit their mother during her final days.

Beech Brook Art Therapist Rick Rule-Hoffman, who was working with Austin’s younger brother, accompanied the children to the funeral, as they had very little in the way of support from other adults. This show of kindness made a lasting impression on Austin.

Angry and hurting, Austin acted out as he tried to process his grief — fighting, aggressive behavior and damaging property. Austin was referred to Rule-Hoffman for therapy, with whom he felt a kind of “family connection.”

“Austin is very independent,” Rule-Hoffman said. “He had to be to survive. He’s also very bright — you can see he has a lot of potential.” Through therapy, Austin became less oppositional, made better choices, and really focused on his future.

LaTasha Watts, Beech Brook’s Independent Living coordinator, agrees. “Austin is a great kid — sweet, well-spoken and very smart.” In her class, Austin learned the necessary skills to transition from foster care to living on his own. “He paid attention to every single thing,” Watts said. “He was a role model for the other kids.”

With support from Beech Brook staff and his teachers, Austin applied for and was one of only 10 students to receive the Sullivan-Deckard Scholarship to Cleveland State University. The four-year scholarship covers tuition, fees and living expenses.

This past summer, Austin transitioned from his foster home directly to CSU, where he began his studies and a brand new life on his own.
Alone in the darkness, the sound of gunshots still ringing in her ears, 2-year-old Taylor was even more terrified by the ensuing lights and sirens. Shaking and crying, she wandered the streets of his Cleveland neighborhood, right in the aftermath of a drive-by shooting. Her mother, Tia — oblivious.

Taylor and her siblings soon were taken into county custody. Tia was referred to parenting classes at Beech Brook, where staff learned she had a long history of abuse by men, often witnessed by her children. Overwhelmed and disconnected, however, Tia simply went through the motions of attending class to get them back.

A few months later, Tia was directed to Beech Brook a second time — by a Cleveland Metropolitan Housing Authority police officer who discovered her toddler alone in the street, again. This time she was referred to multiple community-based programs, including Police Assisted Referral, which partners with Beech Brook to provide services to families in low-income housing who have experienced domestic violence. She also enrolled in anger management and parenting classes, and received physical health care for the first time in years through the Beech Brook/Care Alliance Family Health Center — an integrated care partnership.

Realizing she needed to make significant changes in her life to reunite with her children, Tia took advantage of all the support she was offered, including counseling for depression, and help with basic life skills, employment, goal-setting, healthy relationships and making good choices.

“We are all very invested in Tia’s well-being, and she trusts us,” Community Health Worker Aleatha Powell said. “Now, she’s actually referring people to Beech Brook!”

Today, Tia is on a great road toward reunification with her children.

“She’s like a new person today,” Powell said. Her mood is better, and she’s more focused, more driven, more responsible. I look at her and think, ‘You’ve grown up.’ You’re somebody’s mother.”

“Our lives are like reality TV shows. If we want something different to happen for our children, we have to change the channel so they can see something better.”
Frilly skirts swirling, two little girls dance around the living room as their mother, Megan, talks with therapist Jean Homrighausen.

It’s a happy scene Megan couldn’t have imagined when she was growing up. Years of abuse and molestation robbed Megan of her childhood innocence.

Now the mother of eight, ranging from 3 to 18, Megan didn’t understand the impact of her untreated trauma on her children and her ability to be a good parent.

“We were lost,” she said. “I didn’t even realize how much chaos we were in.” But she knew from school reports that at least two of her sons were badly in need of help for behavior problems.

Homrighausen, “Miss H” to her clients, began working with two of the boys through the Outpatient Program, although Megan made it clear she wanted no part of therapy.

But as she saw how counseling was helping her sons, she began to accept that she needed help, too, and she finally opened up. “When Miss H. told me she was so sorry for the pain I endured, it went straight to my heart. I’ve never had anybody who cared about my well-being. No one ever showed me love. I had a lot of anger and hatred in my heart.”

Sharing her story allowed the healing to begin. “A lot of doors open up once your mental state gets clear. You begin to think better.”

Since she started therapy, Megan has become actively involved in the schools and has applied the skills she’s learned in therapy to become a better parent to all her children. She’s also achieved two major goals: She’s moved her family to a safer neighborhood and completed her coursework for a nursing assistant license.

“I’m still not doing everything right, but I’m trying. These kids are my whole life. I’m going to make Miss H. proud, and I’m going to make myself proud. At the end of the day, we’re going to look good as a family, and we’re going to be successful.”

“Facing the Past to Build a Better Future

“If we weren’t going to counseling, I don’t know what would have happened. We’re still not where we want to be but I see that we’re going to be all right. The wounds will heal in time.”
“Perhaps the most important moment in therapy was when Maya and Ali openly and honestly discussed ways to break the family cycle of substance abuse and domestic violence so their children would have hope for a better life.”

Maya, 15, and Ali, 11, were often late to school — if they showed up at all. And when they did go, they were constantly disciplined for fighting and other disruptive behavior.

It was no wonder. Their home life was traumatized by domestic violence, drug-addicted parents and a barrage of dangerous individuals wandering in and out. Maya and Ali were often kicked out of the house, left to fend for themselves. Consumed by fear and anger, the sisters did the best they could to keep safe and survive. One day, Ali and her mother got into a car accident, and her mother fled — leaving Ali alone at the scene.

The final straw, however, was when their mother violently attacked Maya at home; soon after, the girls went to live with their grandparents. Even though they were finally safe, the girls suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder, as well as oppositional defiant disorder. This led to major challenges at home as the family strained to maintain positive boundaries, consistency and healthy relationships.

Maya and Ali were referred to trauma-focused cognitive behavioral therapy with one of Beech Brook’s school-based therapists. There, they worked on processing their traumatic experiences and developing resiliency skills. Eventually, the girls became desensitized and less reactive — emotionally and physically — to previous trauma triggers, such as people raising their voices at them.

Over time, the family learned the importance of discussing the trauma to heal. The girls were able to put their experiences of abuse into words in a “trauma narrative,” which they shared with their grandparents. With the help of stress management techniques, Maya and Ali became more comfortable expressing themselves and communicating with their family, thus opening the door to healing.

Several sessions of hard work by the whole family proved to be just what they needed. Both girls’ moods became more positive; they developed much better, respectful relationships with their grandparents; their grades and behavior at school improved; and, for the first time in their lives, they had positive ambitions for their futures!
NUMBER OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES SERVED: **20,688**

July 1, 2014 – June 30, 2015

Beech Brook/Care Alliance Family Health Center

Anger Management ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 345
Parenting Classes ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 168
Recovering Parents ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 50
Moms and Mentors ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 22
Drop In ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 418
Family Focused Workshops ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 397
Mental Health Services ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 143
Health and Wellness Coaching ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 192
Comprehensive Sex Education ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 7,134
Seminars for Divorcing Parents ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2,281
PAR (*Police Assisted Referrals*) ~~~~~~~~~~~ 107
Homeless Prevention (*Famicos*) ~~~~~~~~~~~ 395
Community Wraparound (*Patrick Henry*) ~~~~ 347
Therapeutic Tutoring ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 40
Orange Schools ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 555
Beachwood Schools ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 20
Chardon Schools ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 344
REACH (*Releasing Excellent Alternative Community Help*) ~1,055
School-Based Mental Health Services ~~~~~~ 2,690
Defending Childhood ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 12

**STRIDE** (*Skill Building, Teaching, Role Modeling, Independence, Development, Empowerment*) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 240

**SAFE** (*Successful Alliance for Family Engagement*) ~~~ 192

Family Preservation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 163
Early Childhood Mental Health Treatment ~~~~ 146
Mental Health Ages 0 – 3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 104
Child Care Consultation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 251
Early Intervention ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 176
Lorain County Intensive Home-Based Treatment ~ 141
Lorain Therapy ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 314
Lorain Youth Crisis ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 163
Outpatient Mental Health Services ~~~~~~~~~~~ 1,276
ACT (*Assertive Community Treatment*) Team ~~~~~ 87
Outpatient Drug and Alcohol Services ~~~~~~~~~ 37
Foster Care, Levels 1 – 3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 97
Foster Care, Level 4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 58
Day Treatment ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 72
Residential Treatment ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 131
Partial Hospitalization ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 173
Intensive Treatment Unit ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 127
REVENUE AND EXPENSES*
July 1, 2014 – June 30, 2015

**REVENUE**

- Residential Treatment: $3,961,799 (15%)
- Intensive Treatment: $1,600,956 (6%)
- Day Treatment: $1,449,341 (6%)
- School-Based Services: $7,083,239 (27%)
- Family Preservation: $239,347 (1%)
- Integrated Care: $297,507 (1%)
- Family Health: $451,912 (2%)
- Foster Care: $3,676,776 (14%)
- Charitable Income: $2,020,827 (8%)
- Outpatient Clinic: $2,367,958 (9%)
- Early Childhood: $432,891 (2%)
- ACT: $578,744 (2%)
- Programs for At-Risk Youth/Families: $1,740,574 (7%)

**Total Revenue: $25,901,869**

**EXPENSES**

- Salary Related: 75%
- Service Related: 15%
- Facility Related: 3%
- Administrative: 5%
- Miscellaneous: 2%

**Total Expenses: 100%**

*Financial results shown are unaudited.*
The Jeptha Homer Wade Society recognizes our most significant supporters, all of whom have contributed $100,000 or more in total to Beech Brook. The Wade Family’s commitment to Beech Brook is truly immeasurable in our history, beginning with the donation of the orphanage on St. Clair Avenue by the first Jeptha Wade, to the land and some of the buildings on our present campus by his grandson. Members of the Wade family served more than 130 years on the Board of Trustees and Board of Managers, and their legacy lives on through the ongoing gifts from family members today.

The Abington Foundation
The Alliance for Children and Families, Inc.
Anonymous
Anonymous Company
The Austin Memorial Foundation
Eva L. & Joseph M. Bruening Foundation
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Patricia and John Chapman, Jr.
The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation
The Cleveland Foundation
Cuyahoga County Mental Health Board
Eaton Corporation
**Char and Chuck Fowler**
The Helen Wade Greene Charitable Trust
Helen* Wade Greene Perry
The George Gund Foundation
The Hankins Foundation

Suzanne* Brookhart Harrison
Sandra and Harry Holmes
KeyBank
Kulas Foundation
The Lerner Family Foundation
S. Livingston Mather Charitable Trust
Elizabeth F. McBride
Sally* and John Morley
The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation
Alice* Pince O’Doran
Ohio Children’s Trust Fund
Ohio Early Start
F. J. O’Neill Charitable Corporation
William J. & Dorothy K. O’Neill Foundation
The Michael Pender Memorial Fund of The Cleveland Foundation

Kathy and Jim Pender
The Reinberger Foundation
Saint Luke’s Foundation
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
Rhoda* and Frank* Teagle, Jr.
Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption
The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tippit Charitable Trust
The Treu-Mart Fund
United Black Fund of Greater Cleveland
United Way of Greater Cleveland
Thomas H. White Foundation
Woodruff Foundation

*deceased
For more than 60 years, Suzanne Brookhart Harrison dedicated her time, energy and enthusiasm to Beech Brook. In the process, she earned a very special place in the history of this institution and in the hearts of everyone who knew her. Her devotion to children and to the work of Beech Brook inspired both an annual award in her name and a giving society for those who have made charitable gifts to Beech Brook for 25 years or more.

THE SUZANNE B. HARRISON SOCIETY

(Bold indicates new members to the Society)

Hope and Stanley Adelstein
Mary and Richard Albrecht
Stephen J. Alfred
Anonymous
Elizabeth and Albert* A. Augustus II
Jan and Harold Babbit
Richard T. & Martha B. Baker Foundation
Vivian and Raymond Balester
Richard H. Bamberger
Mary* and Charles* Barkwill
Caroline* and William* Barney, Jr.
Sarah* and Edward* Bartlett II
Gloria and Joseph Bauer
Patricia* H. Beall
Sylvia Beckerman
Wilma* and William* Bemis
Ann and Robert Berger, Jr.
Glenna* and Howard* Bissell
Maud and Pierce* Bray
Irene and John Briedis
Ann and Hugh Calkins
Leigh Carter
Isabel* and William* Chamberlin, Jr.
Emily and Lee Chilcote, Jr.
Virginia* and Lee* A. Chilcote
Ellen* Wade Chinn
Alvah Stone and Adele Corning Chisholm
Memorial Foundation
Susan and Michael Clegg
Helen* Teagle Clements
and Robert* Clements
The Cleveland Foundation
The Cliffs Foundation
Iris* and Arthur Codner
Helen* C. Cole
Mary F. and William E. Conway
Elizabeth* Fackler Herrick Cozier
Shirley* and Albert* Culbertson

Sally and Pitt Curtiss

Cindy and Ed Crotty
Frances and David Dickenson II
Lucille and Paul F. Dickey
William E. Dohnal*
Isabelle* and James* Dunlap
Caroline B. and Frederick* L. Emery
Eleanor E. and Morris* Everett, Sr.
Margaret and Stanley* Ferguson
The Firman Fund
Elizabeth T. Fogg
Caryn and C. Henry Foltz
David K. Ford
Harry K. & Emma R. Fox Charitable Foundation
Joan and Vic Gelb
Lily B. and Ronald D. Glosser
Barbara* V. Gould
Sally and Robert D. Gries
Sally* and Bruce* Griswold

Cheryl and Mark Groner
The Gordon and Lura Gund Foundation
Virginia* Hamann
Ruth* L. Hankins & The Hankins Foundation
Suzanne* Brookhart Harrison
Judith and H. Stuart Harrison, Jr.
Henry* Harvey
Robin and Henry Hatch III
Patricia and William Hatch
Dorothy* and Scott Hayes
Ellen and Craig Heberton III
Martha* Eaton Hickox and Charles* Hickox
Arthur and Arlene Holden Fund
Joan and Daniel Holmes, Jr.
Sandra and Harry Holmes
The George M. and Pamela S. Humphrey Fund
Betsy and Dudley Humphrey, Jr.

Kitty* and Norman Jeavons
Anne and Brooks* Jones
Kathryn and James Kaesberg
Pamela and Stephen Keefe
Carter* Kissell
Mary* and G. Robert* Klein
Mary and Clarence* Kubik
Eleanor* and Milton* Kuss
Helen* and Fredrick Lamb
Lander Circle Kiwanis
Barbara H. Larson
Patricia and James* Lightbody
Chris and Richard Lightbody
Ann H. and Robert* A. Little
Gordon G. Long
Evelyn* and Joseph* P. Long
Kathryn M. and George P. Loomis
The Lubrizol Foundation
Molly* and Elliot* Ludvigsen
Anne* and David* Manuel
Eileen and John* Manuel
Susan and Charles Marston
S. Livingston Mather Charitable Trust
Ann S. McConnell
McGladrey
Betz* and S. Sterling* McMillan
Judith and Ted McMillan
Meisel Family Foundation
Rosemary and Arthur Merriman, Jr.
Carol and Anthony Michel
Sally* and John Morley
Jean and Thomas Moseley
Gloria* and Edwin Motch III
David & Inez Myers Foundation
Janet and Robert Neary
Delos* T. Nelson
Sally and Francis Neville
Ruth* C. and Hal* H. Newell

*deceased
THE SUZANNE B. HARRISON SOCIETY continued

(Bold indicates new members to the Society)

Chloe and Frederick* Oldenburg
Amelia and William Osborne, Jr.
Oswald Companies
Arleen* and Thomas* Patton
Kathy and Jim Pender
Jeanne* and Jacob* Perkins
Helen* Wade Greene Perry
Marianne and Arvid Peterson
The Plain Dealer
Katherine and C. Carver* Pope
Frank H. Porter*
Clara Taplin Rankin and Alfred* M. Rankin, Sr.
Claire and Charles Rossbach, Sr.
Margo and Robert Roth
Sandra Russ and Thomas C. Brugger
Sandra and A. James Schneider
Sally and John Schulze
Sedgwick Family Charitable Trust
Elizabeth* W. and Ellery* Sedgwick
Paula and Thomas Seger
Laura and Michael Shannon
Shepard Foundation
Kim Sherwin
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
Josephine and Edward* Sloan, Jr.
Miriam G. Smead
The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
Gretchen and Ward* Smith
Janice and James Spencer
Esther* and Edmund* Sylvester
Jean H. Taber
John and Janet* Telich
Cindy and W. Hayden* Thompson
The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tippit Charitable Trust
Betty T. Toguchi
Roberta and Mario Tonti
Merlene and Arthur W. Treuhaft
United Black Fund of Greater Cleveland
The Clara Weiss Fund
Jill and Frederick Wenham
Emma and Fred* White, Jr.
Virginia and John Wilhelm, Jr.
Lydia* and Lewis* Williams
Lynn and Alan Wood
Janet and Robert Yaroma
Joan and William Ziegler
Amelia* and Roy* Zook

THE CHILDREN’S HOPE SOCIETY

(Bold indicates new members to the Society)

The Children’s Hope Society honors donors whose planned gifts demonstrate their commitment to the work and future of Beech Brook. These gifts, which are placed in Beech Brook’s Endowment Fund, allow supporters to create their own legacies of hope for children and families. The interest income from Beech Brook’s endowment supports the ongoing provision of high quality services for children and families, innovation and program development, and research.

Sarah* and Edward* Bartlett II
Glenna* and Howard* Bissell
Thomas* H. Brooks
Eileen M. Burkhart
Patricia and John Chapman, Sr.
Cindy P. Crotty
Francis E. and Julia R. Drury
Alice* McHardy Dye
Kathryn and Robert Falls
Helen* Wade Greene
Eleanor Gregory
Suzanne* Brookhart Harrison
Anne and Brooks* Jones
Carol S. Markey
Delos* T. Nelson
Alice* Pince O’Doran
Kathy and Jim Pender
Douglas Perkins
Helen* Wade Greene Perry
Jolan* B. Petro
Manda* H. Raab
Robert* R. Rhodes
Julia* W. Shunk
Mabel E. Talbot
The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tippit Charitable Trust, in honor of Kathryn M. Loomis
Ellen Garretson Wade

*deceased
LEADERSHIP GIVING AND SAMUEL CLEMENS SOCIETY

(• indicates Samuel Clemens Society membership for current year)

In 1869, Samuel Clemens was so moved by the work being done by the Cleveland Protestant Orphan Asylum to care for neglected and abandoned children that he donated the entire proceeds of his January 22nd performance at Case Hall that year. He closed his lecture with an impassioned appeal to his Cleveland audience to likewise lend their generous support.

Today, Beech Brook’s Samuel Clemens Society recognizes individuals and family foundations who similarly support our work with their generous leadership gifts of $1,000 or more each year. These annual gifts provide critical funds that enable Beech Brook to respond quickly and efficiently to the needs of vulnerable children and families.

VISIONARY CIRCLE ~ ($10,000 +)
- The Abington Foundation
- American Express Members Give
- Anonymous
- Calfee, Halter & Griswold LLP
- Annie E. Casey Foundation
- Patricia and John Chapman, Sr.
- Alice McHardy Dye Fund
- Fairmount Santrol
- Char and Chuck Fowler
- Glenmede
- The Hankins Foundation
- Sandra and Harry Holmes
- The Lerner Family Foundation
- Elizabeth F. McBride
- The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation
- William J. & Dorothy K. O’Neill Foundation
- Edda and Terry Owen
- Kathy and Jim Pender
- The Michael Pender Memorial Fund of The Cleveland Foundation
- The Perkins Charitable Foundation
- Douglas Perkins Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
- RPM International
- Sarah and Mark Silk
- The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
- Sandra and Thomas Sullivan
- The A.H. and Julia W. Shunk Fund
- The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tippit Charitable Trust
- The Treu-Mart Fund
- United Way of Greater Cleveland
- The Vendome Fund
- Thomas H. White Foundation
- Woodruff Foundation
- Ann and Charles Zellmer

CHAMPION CIRCLE ~ ($5,000 +)
- Alego Health
- BakerHostetler
- Gloria and Joseph Bauer
- Eileen M. Burkhart
- Cindy P. Crotty
- Victor DeMarco
- The Dominion Foundation
- The Helen Wade Greene Charitable Trust
- The George M. and Pamela S. Humphrey Fund
- KeyBank
- Holley and Robert Martens
- Jane and Jon Outcalt
- Debra M. Rex and George George
- Judy and G. Walter Stuelpe, Jr.
- United Black Fund of Greater Cleveland
- Christine and Dale Winsberg

GUARDIAN CIRCLE ~ ($3,000 +)
- BNY MELLON Wealth Management
- Sandra Russ and Thomas C. Brugger
- Jennifer and Daryl Deckard
- Lillian and Hamilton Emmons
- Amy and Robert Fedor
- First National Bank
- Grant Thornton LLP
- Cheryl and Mark Groner
- Clarice and Carl Harbert
- Mary and Jack Herrick
- Huntington National Bank
- HW&Co.
- Stephanie and Charles Jarrett
- Littler
- McGladrey
- Robert Moderick
- Oswald Companies
- Sue and Nick Peay, Jr.
- Robert Phillips-Plona and Family
- PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
- Carol and Paul Romeo

BENEFACTOR CIRCLE ~ ($2,000 +)
- Anonymous
- Danielle Bodner
- Tova and Chad Cohen
- Megan and Robert Fellinger
- ForTec Companies
- Amy and Travis Hafner
- John Kastelic
- Nancy and Robert Klein
- Major League Baseball Players Trust
- The Meyer Company
- Karen and John Nestor
- Roberta and Jon Outcalt, Jr.
- SIFCO Industries
- Singerman Mills Desberg & Kauntz
- Sandra and Joseph Sullivan
- Susan and John Turben

FRIEND CIRCLE ~ ($1,000 +)
- AMP Fitness
- Paula V. Atwood
- Beverly and David Ballantyne
- Shandra Belknap
- Robert Bentley
- Bober Markey Fedorovich
- Maud and Pierce* Bray
- Jill and Mike Burke
- Civista Bank
- Cleveland Marathon Charities
- Megan and Martin Cohen
- Aims C. Coney, Jr.
- Thomas Connell
- Tracy and Dave Crandall
- Jennifer and Chad Davies

*deceased
LEADERSHIP GIVING ~ SAMUEL CLEMENS SOCIETY continued

(• indicates Samuel Clemens Society membership for current year)

- Colleen and Philip Dawson
  Day-Glo Color Corp.
- Walter M. Demczar
- Suzanne and William B. Doggett
- Thomas D. Eppright
- David K. Ford
  Fraternal Order of Eagles
  Gould Inc. Foundation
- Elaine Hadden
- Priscilla and J. Robert Horst
- Hoven Family Foundation, Inc.
- Betty Intorcio
- Judyann Jablonski
  Jones Day
- Patricia and James* Lightbody
- Kelly and John Marek
- Marietta and Mark Marquart
- Joyce and Joseph Marquette
- S. Livingston Mather Charitable Trust
- Carol and Anthony Michel
  Micro Systems Management Technology Consultants
- Jennifer and Phillip Molner
- Don Molten
- David & Inez Myers Foundation
- Jennifer and Douglas Pinkerton
  PRADCO
  Progressive Insurance Foundation
  Rent A Daughter, Home Health Care Services
- RR Donnelley
- Paula and Thomas Seger
- Joyce and Kevin Shaw
- Rachel and Charles Shepard
  St. Clair Advisors, LLC
- Helen B. Stoneking
- Noreen and Brad Sussman
- Usharani and Brahmaiah Tandra
  Thompson Hine LLP
- Merlene and Arthur W. Treuhaft
- Kristin and James Voos
- The Clara Weiss Fund
- Robert Zavagno

ANNUAL FUND DONORS

$500 – $999
- Richard H. Bamberger
  Beacon Financial Partners
- The Beck Company
  Barbara and Edward* Bell
  LaVisa and Jamaa Bell
- Donna and Kevin Bicking
- Annamarie and William Brancovskiy
- Irene and John Briedis
- Sheila and W. David Brown
- Megan Bush
- Larry and Ellen Chernikoff
  Philanthropic Fund
- ComDoc
- Anne-Marie and Andrew Connors
- Cornerstone Family Office
- Maryann Correnti
- Laura and Scott Desmond
- Michele and Fred Dorow
- Fabo Enterprises, Inc.
  Fairport Asset Management, LLC
- Maryann and Art Falco
- Firefighters Memorial Ride
- Bonnie and Larry Frankel
- Margaret and Christopher Furey
- Tim and Stephanie Gerspacher
- Marc Giguere
- Mary and Gordon Harnett
- Heidleberg Distributing Company
- Kristine Henige
- Jean Hillman
- Robert P. Hipkind
- Hyster-Yale Materials Handling
- Gayle and Jeffrey Ice
- Kimberly and Steve Karl
- Peter Kelley
- Kate and Brian Kelly
- Robert J. Kenahan
- Marcia Konopinski
- Susan H. Kotris and Edward Wilcox
- Patrick Lewis
- Annette M. Lowe and Doug Dolch
- Robert Mast
- Nicole Mawby
- Kathy and John Mayher
- Merry and Robert McCreary III
- Laura and John McMullen
- Jennifer and Brandon Miller
- Jean and Thomas Moseley
- Paul and Connie Omelsky
- Brian Palagyi
- Ann and John Paratore
- Parkway Pharmacy
- Matthew Rauch
- Nancy and Thomas Royer
- Betsy and James Sampliner
- Melissa and RJ Schoger
- Adreme Shubrick
- Michael Simmons
- Gretchen and Ward* Smith
- Gail and David Stein
- William and Ann Stevens
- Mark S. Susin
- Sandra and David Waller
- Brenda and Robert Weltman
- Pamela R. Schnellinger and John T. Wiedemann

$250 – $499
- Ciani Albert
- Anonymous
- Kim and Bruce Asamoto
- Leslie and Stephen Bernstein
- Kathryn and Chris Biddle
- Cassandra Bigsbys
- Lyn and Mark Bober
- Janalee Brown
- Jeannine and Robert Brzezinski
- Robert Brzezinski
- Burton Bell Carr Development Inc.
- Leigh Carter
- Katie and Jeremy Clark
- Cleveland Clinic Children’s
- Commonwealth Cares
- Denise and Steve Davis
- Kevin Dickey
- John Dilorio
- Valerie Dowery
- Mary and Oliver Emerson
- Gretchen Evard
- Kathryn and Robert Falls
- Mario and Susan Fazio
- Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
- Terese and Don Fennell
- Caryn and C. Henry Foltz
- Tracy and Kevin Gehrt
- Joan and Vic Gelb
- Dawn and Grady Williams
  Winston Products, LLC
- Anne Marie M. Witmer

*deceased
ANNUAL FUND DONORS

Ann and Robert Gillespie
Janet F. Gowan
Grafton Correctional Institution
Geoffrey Gund
Claudine and Thomas Hartland
Natalie and Stephen Haynes
Lucy and David Hein
Danna and Jeff Hoegler
Harriet and Thomas Holleran
Joan and Daniel Holmes, Jr.
Jean Homrighausen
Gina and Andrew Huffman
Betsy and Dudley Humphrey, Jr.
J3 Clothing Company
Lisa and David Jacobs
David G. Johnson
Deborah and Michael Joyce
Kathryn and James Kaesberg
Katherine Solender and William E. Katzin
James T. Kitson
Robert J. Klonk
Nancy Kortemeyer
Amy Kress
Judith and Richard Laitman
Carolyn and Ronald Lang
Nancy Leizman
Beth Lestock
Diane and John Lewis
Marlene and Kenneth Lowe, Sr.
Edward A. Lozick
The Lubrizzol Foundation
Sue and Howard Maier
Nancy and Jeff Markle
Kathy Wisch and Seth Marks
Laurie S. Masters
Thorne Matteson
Suzy and Henry Mazur
Ann S. McConnell
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In the late 1980s, Harry Holmes received a phone call from a friend, Art Treuhaft, asking for a favor. An organization Art supported needed some help, and he asked if Harry would be willing to give a few volunteer hours to the cause.

“Long story short, I worked on some of the financial issues, and next thing you know I’m on the board. And I’m still here,” Harry said with a laugh.

Nearly 30 years later, Harry continues to serve on the board and, along with his wife Sandy, remains a dedicated and generous supporter of Beech Brook’s mission.

“Both Sandy and I have been involved in children’s causes and supporting families in many aspects, voluntarily and financially, and we continue to feel that’s important for a strong community and for the future.”

Giving back to the community is a family tradition, said Sandy. They’ve passed that legacy on to their own children, and they’re proud to have three generations now involved at Beech Brook. Daughter Megan Fellinger is a member of the Friends of Beech Brook, raising funds and, along with her husband Rob and their two sons, participating in the Fleet Feet 5K to benefit the organization.

“There has been a lot of change, but the ideals of Beech Brook haven’t changed,” Harry reflected. “The organization has run into roadblocks but has always been able to figure out how to get around those and get back to the mission and continue providing quality services.”
The pavers shown throughout this report were hand-painted by the children in Beech Brook’s Summer Garden Club. The pavers form a pathway through Beech Brook’s therapeutic garden, “Hope Grows Here.” The garden was a gift to the children from Fostering Hope with support from Liberty Mutual Insurance, the Cleveland Botanical Garden, and Hawken School. Many include words of inspiration and brightly colored images that showcase the children’s creativity and hope for their futures.
MISSION

To advance the well-being and self-sufficiency of children, youth and families by providing effective, innovative, physical and behavioral health, permanency, educational and related services, and by serving as a strong voice for children, youth and families.